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Experience the physical benefits and body awareness from hatha yoga—the most popular form
of yoga today. Hatha Yoga Illustrated presents nearly 650 full-color photos to visually
demonstrate 77 standard poses from hatha yoga that apply to all major hatha styles including
Iyengar, Astanga, Anusara, and Bikram.Individual poses are presented from start to finish,
showing you how to achieve proper alignment and breathing to ensure challenging yet safe
execution. The result is an increase in the effectiveness, both physically and mentally, you'll
experience with each pose. Several pose variations based on your personal preference, ability,
and fitness level are also included.Eleven sample yoga routines show how to assemble the
poses into workouts that meet your specific time, difficulty, and intensity parameters. Colorful
and comprehensive, Hatha Yoga Illustrated is organized for your ultimate convenience and use.
Use it to guide your muscles, as well as your mind, and increase strength and stamina, reduce
stress and anxiety, reduce blood pressure, and increase flexibility.

From the Publisher"Hatha Yoga Illustrated is a complete and practical introduction to the
physical practice of yoga that serves as a fantastic starting point on the road to both physical
and emotional wellness."Baron Baptiste Pioneering instructor of Power Vinyasa Yoga Author of
Journey Into Power"Hatha Yoga Illustrated makes the theory and practice of hatha and Anusara
yoga accessible so that everyone can experience the healing, creative and empowering journey
of self-practice. The section on various vinyasa sequences is a hard-to-find gem."Shiva Rea
Yoga instructor and writer for Yoga Journal--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Review"Hatha Yoga Illustrated is a complete and practical introduction to the
physical practice of yoga that serves as a fantastic starting point on the road to both physical
and emotional wellness."Baron BaptistePioneering instructor of Power Vinyasa YogaAuthor of
Journey Into Power“Hatha Yoga Illustrated makes the theory and practice of hatha and Anusara
yoga accessible so that everyone can experience the healing, creative and empowering journey
of self-practice. The section on various vinyasa sequences is a hard-to-find gem.”Shiva ReaYoga
instructor and writer for Yoga Journal--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorMartin Kirk is an Anusara certified yoga instructor and a registered yoga
teacher with Yoga Alliance. He has studied with John Friend, Anusara Yoga founder, since 1994.
Kirk and his wife, Jordan, are owners and directors of teacher training for Yoga Village in
Phoenix, Arizona.Kirk found his passion for yoga as a graduate student at Arizona State
University, where he earned his master of science degree in biomedical engineering. He is a
member of the Arizona Yoga Association and conducts yoga teacher trainings and workshops
worldwide.Kirk lives in Scottsdale, Arizona with his wife and coteacher, Jordan. He can be
contacted by e-mail at martin@yogavillage.net or through his Web site,



www.martinkirk.com.Brooke Boon is cofounder of Studio Om Yoga and Tai Chi in Phoenix,
Arizona. She received her certification through Baptiste Power Yoga Institute and is a registered
yoga teacher as well as a member of the Arizona Yoga Association. Her certification came after
working with world-renowned master teacher Baron Baptiste.Boon’s teaching style is designed
to promote stability, strength, and serenity as well as create hormonal and emotional balance.
She specializes in power vinyasa and also instructs classes for mature adults, athletes, and
expectant mothers, emphasizing that yoga is for everybody.Boon lives in Phoenix,
Arizona.Daniel DiTuro was born in Phoenix, Arizona, and is a graduate of Arizona State
University with a bachelor of science degree in mechanical engineering. He has worked as a
mechanical engineer since 1980. His interest in photography began at the age of 10. In 1986 he
started DiTuro Photography, specializing in commercial and portrait photography.After a
shoulder injury, Daniel began practicing hatha yoga in 1999. Having discovered the therapeutic
benefits of yoga, he began working on a series of photographs that evolved into The Yoga
Project to introduce people to yoga and meditation. In addition to his work as a mechanical
engineer and photographer, Daniel enjoys a variety of activities including traveling, hiking,
writing, and cooking. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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DiTuroContentsPrefaceAcknowledgmentsIntroductionchapter 1 Art and Practice of Hatha
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Side-AngleTriangleWarrior IICrescent LungeWarrior IRevolved Extended Side-AngleRevolved
TriangleChairStanding Intense Spread-Leg PoseBeamHumble WarriorIntense Side-
Stretchchapter 3 Balancing PosturesEagleTreeTiptoe PoseBoatRevolved Half-MoonStanding
Extended-Leg StretchWarrior IIIDancerHalf-Moonchapter 4 Arm-Balancing PosturesInclined
PlaneLateral Inclined PlaneCranePeacockFour-Limbed Staffchapter 5 Inverted
PosturesShoulder StandPlowLegs-Up-the-WallHead Standchapter 6 Backward-Bending
PosturesCobraUpward-Facing DogCamelBridgeBowLocustUpward-Facing BowFishCat–



CowPigeonchapter 7 Twisting PosturesGentle Spinal TwistReclining Spinal TwistSimple
Sitting TwistBound Half-Lotus TwistSeated Spinal Twist ISeated Spinal Twist IIchapter 8
Forward-Bending PosturesSeated Forward BendStanding Forward BendHead-to-Knee
Forward BendRevolved Head-to-Knee Forward BendOpen-AngleSide Open-AngleThree-Limb
Intense StretchGarlandSplitschapter 9 Sitting PosturesLotusLooking WithinBaby
CradleHeroKneeling PoseLionCow FaceStaff PoseYoga Sealing PoseHeronSagechapter 10
Reclining and Relaxation PosturesKnees-to-ChestReclining HeroReclining Big-ToeReclining
Bound-AngleReclining Open-Leg Spinal TwistSupported BridgeSupported HeroChild’s
PoseCorpsechapter 11 Hatha Yoga RoutinesGentle Yoga IGentle Yoga IIYoga for Flexibility
IYoga for Flexibility IIVinyasa Yoga IVinyasa Yoga IIVinyasa Yoga IIISun Salutation ISun
Salutation IIMoon Salutation IMoon Salutation IISuggested ReadingsResourcesIndex of
AsanasAbout the AuthorsPrefaceA journey of a thousand miles begins with a single
step.Chinese proverbSimilarly, the journey to write and illustrate this book began with a single
photograph shot in February 1999. Like many events in life, it was unplanned. I had been
practicing hatha yoga for about six months and was already sold on its therapeutic benefits.
When the model I was photographing sat cross-legged on the floor and arranged her flowing
dress around her, I asked her to place her hands in Namaste (prayer position) and close her
eyes. I titled the photograph Namaste. It is still one of my favorite photographs from what would
eventually evolve into The Yoga Project, a photographic work with a mission to inspire and
enlighten people about the mental, physical, and spiritual benefits of yoga.As my journey of yoga
continued, I was surprised and disturbed by the many misconceptions people had about this
ancient East Indian philosophy. Many of my friends mistakenly believed it was a religion and
insisted they would never practice yoga because it would interfere with their religious beliefs.
Many male friends insisted that guys don’t do yoga. I shared my yoga photographs with them,
illustrating the true nature of the yoga practice, emphasizing that yoga is not aligned with a
specific religious practice but that it is inclusive of all people. Some were amazed, others were
intrigued, and yet others remained skeptical. It became clear to me then that much more needed
to be done to educate people about the real mental and physical benefits of yoga—especially
hatha yoga, the practice of physical yoga postures. Although hatha yoga is a small branch of all
the yoga practices, it has become the Yoga Project’s main emphasis due to its popularity in the
West. Additionally, the Yoga Project works to inform and educate people about meditation and
pranayama.Hatha yoga can calm the mind, provide a gentle workout, or make you sweat. It can
reduce your heart rate when you are stressed or elevate it by providing a vigorous workout. Many
refer to it as a New Age practice, yet its origin dates back thousands of years.Whether you are
new to the practice of hatha yoga, or simply curious about it, this book provides practical,
detailed information you can use throughout your daily life and in your yoga practice. Chapter 1
provides background information about yoga and how to get the most out of your yoga practice.
Chapters 2 through 10 then provide detailed information for 77 asanas classified by the type of
posture. Included are standing postures, balancing postures, arm-balance postures, inverted



postures, backward-bending postures, twisting postures, forward-bending postures, sitting
postures, and reclining and relaxation postures. Each asana has photographs depicting the
starting, intermediate, and final positions accompanied by detailed step-by-step instructions. In
addition, you will learn about the asanas’ mental and physical benefits, contraindications,
counterposes, and gazing points (drishtis). Most asanas include a gentle variation for beginning,
less flexible, or physically challenged students as well as variation postures to enhance your
yoga practice. Chapter 11 illustrates 11 hatha yoga routines ranging from a very gentle routine,
consisting primarily of supported postures, to more vigorous vinyasa (flow) yoga, including the
Sun and Moon Salutations, in which you proceed from one posture to the next with little or no
rest.There are many schools of hatha yoga. Each school offers something unique. Unlike many
other forms of physical activity and spiritual practice there is a level and style of hatha yoga for
almost everyone. Authors Martin Kirk and Brooke Boon are both certified instructors in
alignment-based yoga and the Baptiste Power Yoga school, respectively.Sanskrit, the ancient
Indian language in which the original yoga texts were written, is used throughout this book. If you
are new to yoga, do not be intimidated by the Sanskrit words. As your journey to yoga
progresses, learning some of the Sanskrit terms and posture names will enhance the journey
and not impede it. If the only Sanskrit words you ever learn are asana (posture) and Namaste
(the light in me honors the light in you) you will have taken one of the steps on your yoga
journey.Namaste,Daniel DiTuroAcknowledgmentsI would like to thank God for the gift of yoga. I
have been blessed with a passion for teaching and am so grateful for the ability to share that
passion through works such as these. I am always amazed at how we are used in our lives if we
surrender what we think we should be to the Creator and Perfector of all things. Only then are we
free to become exactly what we were created to be; big, bright, purposeful, relevant beings. I am
appreciative of the abundance that I have received through trust and faith.A special thank you to
my coauthors Martin and Jordan for their expertise, willingness to combine efforts, and
unwavering dedication, and to Daniel for his photographic talent.To my husband, Jarrett, and my
children, Jory, Jace, and Brynn, the greatest joys in my life. Thank you for seeing me through
deadlines and sleepless nights when I was less than agreeable. I appreciate your unconditional
love and respect for my personal growth and for seeing in me all that I am now only beginning to
see in myself. Mostly, thank you God for giving my life meaning and using me for Your
glory.Brooke BoonTo my beloved wife and partner in teaching, Jordan, who came into my life
and gave me the courage to take the bold step from engineering designer of space satellite
electronics to full time yogi. She is the one who deserves the credit for this work with her tireless
writing, critiquing, and editing the asana descriptions and spotting and directing the photo
sessions. This book would not have been possible without her. She is ever my beloved teacher
and friend.To my philosophy teacher and mentor, Professor Douglas Brooks, who helped with
scholarly details for the book and who has provided guidance and amazing wisdom from the day
we first met.To my coauthor, Brooke, for graciously accommodating the differences in our styles
and wholeheartedly embracing our work together as a team.Thanks to Daniel DiTuro for the



excellent photographic and coordination work that allowed Brooke and me to write this
book.Mostly, I want to thank my mother and father for always being willing to answer my
questions and expose me to new ideas. They have always encouraged me to follow my
heart.Martin KirkThis book would not have been possible without the support of dozens of
people who dedicated hundreds of hours to bring an idea to reality. First, I must thank Brenda
Godfrey, friend, model, makeup artist, hair stylist, and photographer, who inspired the creation of
the Yoga Project which eventually lead to writing and photographing this book. A book of this
magnitude is not possible without models. Brandy Maktima was one of the original Yoga Project
models and a principal model for this book. A special thank you to Brandy’s husband, Tony, who
cared for their children while Mom was modeling. Pamela Scott modeled the alternate nostril
breathing sequence.An instructional book about hatha yoga required the knowledge of highly
trained and certified yoga instructors. My coauthors, Martin and Brooke, contributed their
expertise and insight for the benefit of current and future yogis. This book would not have been
possible without them.Wayne Johnson and Debbie Forrestt have both greatly contributed to my
knowledge of yoga. Wayne, I am glad you decided to teach yoga and for your advice, critique,
and assistance photographing the supported postures in this book. Om Shantih, Wayne. Thank
you, Debbie, for convincing me that 98 percent accuracy was not good enough. Many people
worked behind the scenes to create the photographs for this book. I am grateful to Marylove
Jacobs and Ann James for assisting during the photo shoots and to Jim Adair for convincing me
that digital photography rules. Jordan Kirk spotted many of the active postures and modeled
vinyasa yoga routines II and III. Her knowledge, time, and efforts modeling, selecting many of the
photos appearing in the book, and editing the manuscript are greatly appreciated. My thanks to
the staff at Hugger Mugger Yoga Products for their assistance in selecting many of the props
used to photograph the asanas in this book.A very special thank you to Martin Barnard, Julie
Rhoda, and Dan Wendt of Human Kinetics for their support, guidance, and assistance in
bringing a concept to reality.Daniel DiTuroIntroductionWelcome to the practice of yoga. With this
book you begin a wonderful journey of discovery into your body and yourself that will help you
find your fullest potential physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. Whether you come to
yoga in search of greater strength and flexibility, physical healing, or a deeper understanding of
life, this great path has something to offer you. For thousands of years, travelers have trod this
inward path before you, so the trail is well marked. Your own yoga journey will be as individual as
you are, but you will never travel alone. You will become part of a great caravan of grace among
others who seek to enrich their lives and make the world a better place.Anyone can benefit from
the practice of yoga. People of all ages, backgrounds, cultures, and religions come to yoga.
Some are in great health; others come with injuries or physical limitations. Some travel for a brief
distance along the path; others embrace the journey as a lifelong pursuit. This great practice is
big enough for everyone with the desire to improve their health and learn to live life from a place
of joy and adventure. Regardless of your starting point, there is no doubt that you will meet many
like-minded travelers on your journey. Yoga is enjoying an unprecedented surge in popularity in



the West, with an estimated sixteen million Americans practicing some form of yoga. There are
classes for all levels and a variety of different styles from which to choose. You can begin your
journey from right where you are today in the manner that speaks most to your heart.This book
serves as an introduction to yoga for many and as a guidebook to continue the journey for
others. The majority of the information provided concerns the physical postures of yoga, the
asanas. Each asana contains detailed information about getting into the pose, finding proper
alignment, and obtaining the greatest benefit from your practice. Introductions are also provided
into the practices of pranayama (yogic breathing), mudras (yoga of the hands), and meditation.
Any of these practices can be helpful to you in your life. Taken together, these great practices
can be quite transformational.Most Westerners think of yoga as the set of postures and
breathing exercises known as hatha or “sun and moon” yoga. This is the physical yoga practice
that uses body postures to open the body and heart. But yoga is much more than a physical
practice. The science of yoga is thousands of years old. It is an entire system with its own set of
moral codes, breathing disciplines, and meditation techniques designed to take you along your
spiritual journey.The word yoga is classically translated as “union.” It is a drawing together of
heart, mind, and body that integrates all the parts of ourselves into a unified whole. Just as a
team performs at its best when all the members line up behind a common goal, we will be at our
best when every part of ourselves is in alignment with every other part. We are happiest when
we are following our hearts and doing what we really love. In essence, when we bring our hearts,
minds, and bodies into alignment, we step into the flow of grace that is yoga. The journey of
yoga is an inward search to find the very best within us and then to learn to express that every
day in our bodies, minds, and hearts.Many of the practices we see in modern yoga are quite old,
while others are surprisingly young. The physical yoga we know today as hatha is not even
mentioned in the earliest yoga texts. Yoga has always evolved to meet the needs of the people
and the time. In fact, many of today’s hatha yoga postures are less than one hundred years old.
They can be traced to Tirumalai Krishnamacharya, a five-foot, two-inch South Indian man born
in 1888 in a small Indian village. Krishnamacharya learned yoga from his father as a young man
and decided to teach it to others. Hatha yoga was not well known in India in those days,
however, and his early teaching years were a struggle for financial survival. Then in the 1930s he
was given the position of teaching yoga at the gymnastics hall of the royal palace. His students
were primarily active young boys bustling with energy, and Krishnamacharya knew he had to
keep them busy. So he borrowed from the disciplines of gymnastics and Indian wrestling to
produce a dynamic series of postures that would fit their active demeanor. His series of asanas
still persists today and is known as Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga, a system popularized by one of his
primary students, Pattabai Jois. Yoga continues to evolve. The skillful use of alignment in the
yoga asanas was mastered and shared with the world by B.K.S. Iyengar, another well-known
and highly respected student of Krishnamacharya, who, in his eighties, still teaches yoga today.
And many former students of B.K.S. Iyengar, now well-known instructors in their own right,
continue to innovate to this day (Rodney Yee, Angela Farmer, Victor Van Hooten, and



others).The asana descriptions in this book are primarily based on a set of principles from
alignment-based yoga. These principles have helped thousands—beginners and seasoned
students alike—to take their practices to new levels while supporting sound alignment of body,
mind, and heart. Additionally, they have been used with great success for the treatment and
prevention of injuries.The documented medical benefits of yoga include increased strength and
stamina, relief of stress and anxiety, and lowered blood pressure. Most students find that they
feel better with a regular practice of yoga in their lives. Whether you are seeking to improve your
athletic performance, heal an old injury, or increase your flexibility, you will find the practice of
yoga to be filled with rich traditions and meaning that can enhance your quality of life. And do not
measure your success in yoga by how well you are able to do a particular pose. Just enjoy the
ride. For with yoga, as with any worthwhile undertaking, the joy is in the journey, not the
destination.Enjoy your yoga journey.chapter 1Art and Practice of Hatha YogaYoga is the human
quest for remembering our true nature, our deepest selves. Since the dawn of recorded time
human beings have sought to transcend the human condition, to go beyond ordinary
consciousness. Basic questions such as Who am I? and Why am I here? have driven mankind’s
spiritual pursuits for millenia. In every human heart lies a deep longing to connect to something
bigger than oneself, to find a sense of belonging and meaning to life. At the core of this longing is
a basic human desire for happiness that transcends culture and time. Every human being wants
to find happiness.This quest for happiness is not so much a striving to acquire something that
exists outside of us as it is an innate desire to remember something that is part of our very
nature. First and foremost, yoga is about remembering ourselves, our own deepest purpose for
being. The journey of yoga is an inner journey to the very essence of our existence. The
message of yoga is that the nature of that inner essence is happiness or bliss (ananda in
Sanskrit). The search for happiness within every human heart is the search for the true nature of
who we are.Nowhere on earth has the impulse to transcend the human condition been more
consistent and creative than in India—home to an overwhelming variety of spiritual beliefs,
practices, and approaches designed to help the spiritual seeker achieve higher levels of
consciousness. The practice of yoga is deeply woven into the rich Indian culture and evolved
from the same roots as many other spiritual practices. As an ancient science, it was designed to
facilitate the seeker’s inner journey to a higher level of being.Though the art of yoga is often
associated with Hinduism, yoga is not a religion. While a religion emphasizes belief structures
about life and the human relationship to the divine, yoga seeks to reveal our own deepest nature
through direct experience of our divinity. One need not be religious to practice yoga, nor does
yoga exclude any religious practice. All that is required to practice yoga is a desire to learn more
about yourself and your relationship to the universe.The Sanskrit word yoga means “union” or
“yoking” and has been defined as the union of mind and body, heart and actions. The type of
yoga that most Westerners recognize is the series of physical postures, or asanas, that
strengthens and makes the body more flexible. This form of yoga is referred to as hatha yoga.
But hatha yoga is much more than just a physical practice. The word hatha is a Sanskrit



combination of the word ha (sun) and tha (moon), which is itself a union of opposites. Qualities
associated with the sun are heat, masculinity, and effort, while moon qualities are coolness,
femininity, and surrender. Hatha yoga is designed to help us bring pairs of opposites together in
our hearts, minds, and bodies for the purpose of discovering something deeper about the nature
of our existence. These opposites have been referred to as stepping stones on a path of grace.
They are qualities of heart such as effort and surrender, courage and contentment, stillness and
playfulness. They may also be physical qualities such as hard and soft, hot and cold, solid and
flowing. In essence, the practice of yoga brings together apparent opposites into a harmonious
union—a place in the middle.This middle place is a gateway into a whole new world for most of
us. It is a place where we discover wonderful new things about our abilities and possibilities for
our lives. It is a gateway into our own hearts. When we step through this gateway we do not step
alone. We find before us the footprints of many who have gone before and illuminated the path.
We find ourselves in the current of a great river that has carried the hopes and dreams of many
seekers over the centuries. There is power in the river that will help us along our own spiritual
journey, the power of grace. And by stepping through that gateway into the currents of grace, the
yogi steps forward into ever-greater possibilities of his or her own happiness and self-
expression.Roots of YogaThe earliest recorded form of yoga was a deeply introspective and
meditative practice that focused on sacrificial rituals. Yoga is first mentioned in the Vedas, a body
of four sacred texts that are the oldest and most treasured scriptures of the sacred canon of
Hinduism. It is in the oldest of these scriptures, the Rg (pronounced rig) Veda, where the word
yoga and its root, yuj, which means “yoke,” first appear. However, at that time no systematic path
of yoga yet existed.Most scholars believe the Vedas were composed by Sanskrit-speaking
people who arrived in the Indus Valley of what is now India somewhere between 1800 and 1500
B.C.E. It is not clear whether these people, calling themselves Arya, invaded or peacefully
assimilated the prevailing culture into their own, but they brought with them the earliest roots of
what we now enjoy as the practice of yoga.Veda means “knowledge” or “wisdom,” and the
original four texts are regarded as sacred revelations to the ancient seers (called rishis). They
consist of literally thousands of verses of hymns and sacrificial chants designed to bring order
and good fortune to those who invoke them. Two more texts, the Brahmanas (1000 to 800
B.C.E.) and the Aranyakas (800 B.C.E.), followed.The Vedas and their commentaries were
essentially how-to guides for ritual and sacrifice. They gave people instructions on how to make
their lives better and attain success in marriage, business, war, and so forth. If you wanted to
ensure success during Vedic time you would hire a priest to perform a ceremony from one of the
Vedic texts.At the end of the Vedic period (about 600 to 550 B.C.E.) there was an evolutionary
leap in yogic thought with the appearance of the Upanishads. The Upanishads went beyond the
instruction manual approach of the Vedas to ask the deeper questions about the meaning of a
spiritual life.The word upanishad comes from the prefixes upa, (approach), and ni, (near), and
the verbal root shad, “to sit.” It literally means “to sit nearby.” The Upanishads serve as an
invitation to come and sit near a teacher who can impart the wisdom of deeper understanding to



the student. It was customary in Vedic times for students to gather around at the feet of their
teacher and learn his wisdom by heart. But the Upanishads raised the bar for the inquiry into the
mysteries of life beyond that of the Vedas. In the words of Douglas Brooks, Tantric scholar and
professor of religion at the University of Rochester, the Upanishads were for those who wanted
to “stay after school,” to go deeper and ask not only how the universe works but why does it work
the way it does, what is its essential nature, and what is my place in it?For fear of whom fire
burns, for fear of whom the sun shines, for fear of whom the winds, clouds and death perform
their offices?Tattrirya UpanishadIt is the deeper inquiry of the Upanishads that defines the
evolutionary path to the yoga that we know today. Over the centuries the Upanishads became
the sustaining original wisdom of all great yoga traditions.The early centuries before the
Christian era were rich in the development of Indian thought. Near the time when the
Upanishads were being composed (or slightly later) the legendary sage and scholar Patanjali
was compiling his list of Yoga Sutras. The word sutra is composed of two parts, su, meaning
thread and tra, meaning to transcend. The Sutras are like pearls on a thread that helps the
student to transcend. They are the threads that weave together the teacher, the teaching, and
the student. The Sutras were composed as a list of aphorisms boiling down the yogic wisdom of
the age into concise sentences that could easily be committed to memory. Their terse nature left
them open to interpretation, leading to a long period of commentary and analysis that continues
to this day. Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras became the cornerstone in the system known today as
Classical yoga, which is explored in greater detail in the next section.Three Yogic World ViewsIn
the West, yoga is often confused with Hinduism. It is understandable that people group the two
together because they share a common culture, language, and terminology. Both traditions trace
their roots back to the Rg Veda. The common basis for both traditions is the Sanskrit language.
In India many Hindus practice yoga, but not all yogis are Hindu.Yoga is a philosophical system
that prescribes a way of life and is actually just one of the philosophical schools recognized by
Hindu orthodoxy as a valid representation of Vedic truth. There are many such schools that have
played a role in the evolution of Indian thought. Each school is a form of philosophical thought
that has evolved in India throughout the centuries. Several of these systems have been exported
to the West, and particularly the United States, over the years. With the recent, unprecedented
rise in the popularity of hatha yoga it is important to identify the foundations on which modern
yoga systems are based.Among the exports of Indian thought, three philosophical traditions now
form an essential core within contemporary yoga: Classical yoga, Advaita Vedanta, and Tantra.
Every popular system of hatha yoga in the West today is grounded in the philosophy of at least
one of these three schools. The work of Tantric scholar Douglas Brooks discussed next provides
a foundation for understanding these three systems.Classical YogaClassical yoga is the name
given to those schools of yoga that consider themselves the most authentic representatives of
Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras. It is a dualistic philosophy that draws a clear distinction between the two
major “substances” of the universe, prakriti (matter) and purusha (spirit). In Classical yoga matter
and spirit are qualitatively different realities that never mix or join together. Spirit is absolute,



unchanging, and superior to matter. Matter is relative, changeable, and inferior to spirit.The
essential nature of human beings is pure spirit, while everything in the physical world, including
emotions and thoughts, is considered material. Human suffering is the result of confusing one’s
true nature with this lesser, material reality. The goal of Classical yoga is to separate these two
realities, to extract one’s true nature from the body/mind. It is designed to help students
experience their immortal spirits. The goal of the yoga practice is to get into the body so you can
get out of it. Sometimes these practices include harsh discipline that requires students to push
beyond the pain in order to realize that they are something other than their bodies or their
feelings. Because the body is inferior, it must be disciplined into submission so that spirit may be
realized. If you are in a yoga class with a Classical yoga influence there will likely be a strong
emphasis on controlling the body and mind through discipline. You may hear phrases like “push
through the pain” when the postures become especially challenging.For the Classical yogi the
body and this physical life are problems to be solved. Birth is the result of a failure to realize our
true nature in a previous life, and we are sentenced to come back again and again until we
realize the truth. Freedom from the prison of embodiment comes when the seeker isolates the
experience of pure spirit from the lesser realities of body, mind, and thoughts.Advaita
VedantaVedanta means “conclusion or end of the Vedas,” because this method is based on the
last set of Vedic texts and teachings, the Upanishads. In contrast to the dualistic philosophy of
Classical yoga, Advaita (nondual) Vedanta negates the concept of separate realities for matter
and spirit. In Advaita Vedanta only spirit is real; matter is an illusion. Our experience of matter,
our bodies, our thoughts and feelings, and embodied life itself are an error in perception that can
be corrected. There is only one true reality, but it appears as many to the unenlightened mind.
This reality is unchanging and constant. Anything that changes, therefore, must be unreal. Since
there is only one reality, all difference, as we perceive it in our worldly experience, simply does
not exist. If we have a favorite flavor of ice cream or color of the rainbow it is simply an error of
judgment. No perceived differences are real. All human suffering comes from this error of
perception.For Vedantins, like Classical yogis, this embodied life is a problem to be solved. And
the Vedantins, too, have a solution. One of the primary strategies for overcoming erroneous
thinking is referred to as neti, neti (not this, not this). The practice is to repeat phrases like “I am
not my body, for my body changes,” “I am not my mind, for my mind changes,” “I am not my
emotions, for my emotions change.” Disciplined application of this approach is designed to bring
true knowledge that will dispel the error in thought. Once the seeker acquires true knowledge, he
or she becomes enlightened. An enlightened one may continue to inhabit the body but will have
the awareness that the body, thoughts, and everything seen are just illusions. If you are in a
hatha yoga class with an Advaita Vedanta influence you may hear phrases like “you are not your
body” or “you are not your thoughts.”TantraSometime around the fifth or sixth century B.C.E.
there was another revolution in Indian philosophical thought regarding the nature of the universe
and our relationship to it. It was a radical shift that gave rise to a body of texts, oral traditions, and
practices known by the name Tantra, meaning “loom” or “weave” (also called agama, meaning



“testimony”).Rather than join the argument between Classical and Advaita Vedanta yoga
concerning the nature of matter and spirit, the Tantras transmuted it by agreeing with both sides
and adding a new twist. Like Classical yogis, the Tantras affirmed the existence of spirit and
matter; however, neither was granted supremacy. Like Advaita Vedantans, they affirmed the
supreme unity of all reality. How could this be? How could both of the previously dominant
philosophies be true at the same time?Tantric philosophers resolved the issue with a masterful
weaving together of these two great teachings. In essence they chose radical acceptance of all
reality, both spiritual and material. The physical universe is explained as a diverse manifestation
of the one supreme reality of divinity. The grounding matrix of physical reality (prakriti to
Classical yogis) is the Vedantic supreme self. The world we live in is the manifestation of infinite
forms of this supreme consciousness.This was an incredible shift in the prevailing views, which
considered the physical body as a problem to be solved and required self-denial and intense
discipline of the physical body in order to either rise above it (Classical) or realize it as illusion
(Advaita Vedanta). In bold contrast, the followers of Tantric philosophy considered the body as a
manifestation of divinity itself, worthy of celebration and honor, rather than the result of a mistake
or failure from a previous lifetime. This viewpoint was nothing less than a radical acceptance of
the body and all of life as divinity incarnate. Suddenly there was nothing to renounce and no
failed past life causing one’s current birth, only the choice of living fully in the reality one has
received as a divine gift.In contrast to the Classical and Advaita Vedanta adherents who
renounced the world as inferior or illusion, the followers of this new path were primarily lay
people. They were heads of households and businessmen living in the everyday world, earning
their living and paying their bills. Tantric scholar Douglas Brooks has coined the term rajanakas
to refer to this group. The term rajanaka means “sovereign over one’s own life”; it indicates that
these yogis used their practice to gain mastery over all aspects of their lives while still living in
the secular world. The modern day yoga school is based on the Rajanaka Tantra tradition and
draws upon the rich Tantric philosophy without the use of ancient Tantric ritual.Eight Limbs of
Classical YogaAs outlined earlier, the Classical yoga viewpoint follows a strict interpretation of
the Yoga Sutras—the culmination of a long development of the science of yoga that set forth a
very specific path to enlightenment. There are eight component stages, collectively referred to
as Ashtanga yoga (ashta, “eight” and anga “limb”), the eight-limbed path to mystical union. The
stages begin with a set of ethical codes and progress through physical postures, breathing
exercises, and mental practices, culminating in the highest stage of absorption in the
absolute.Here is a description of the eight limbs:1. Yama. Five virtues, or restraints, that govern
our relationships with others and the world: ahimsa (noninjury), satya (truthfulness), asteya
(nonstealing), brahmacharya (Godlike conduct), and aparigraha (nonclinging).2. Niyama. Five
observances of one’s own physical appearance, actions, words, and thoughts that govern our
relationship with ourselves: shauca (purity or cleanliness), santosha (contentment), tapas (heat,
burning desire for reunion with God), svadyaya (self-study or self-inquiry) and isvara pranidhana
(devotion or surrender to the Lord, “thy will be done”).3. Asana. Postures for creating firmness of



body, steadiness of intelligence, and benevolence of spirit. The physical practice most familiar to
Westerners as yoga.4. Pranayama. A set of breathing exercises designed to help the yogi
master the life force.5. Pratyahara. Withdrawal of the senses, mind, and consciousness from the
outside world; focus inward on the self.6. Dharana. Focused concentration. With the body
tempered by asanas, the mind refined by the fire of pranayama, and the senses under control
using pratyahara, the student reaches this sixth stage.7. Dhyana. Meditation. Withdrawing the
consciousness into the soul.8. Samadhi. Ecstasy. Merging with the divine. Self-realization. One
experiences consciousness, truth, and unutterable joy. One must experience samadhi in order to
understand it, because it is beyond the mind.The system of Classical yoga based on the Yoga
Sutras has undoubtedly been the most common style of yoga taught in the West. It holds a
strong appeal for students who want a well-defined, stepwise approach to their spiritual
advancement.Needless to say, this fundamental shift toward Tantric thought affected the yogic
practices of the day and continues to highlight the differences in the prevailing hatha yoga
systems in the West. If you enter a yoga class based on Rajanaka Tantra philosophy you will
likely hear phrases like “open to grace,” “your body is a divine temple” and “shine out from your
heart and express the divinity within you.”Paths of YogaJust as there are distinct philosophies
and interpretations of the scriptures in world religions, different philosophies have formed in the
world of yoga. Accordingly, the living science of yoga has been organized into many different
paths or approaches over the centuries. It is no surprise that human beings, with so much
diversity of thought and feeling, would find so many paths to their spiritual development in the
realm of yoga. Yet, like many different paths to the top of the same mountain, all paths lead to the
same goal. Many people find that, as they progress through their lives, more than one path
speaks to their spiritual needs. The best yoga paths for you are simply the ones that appeal most
to your heart.There are a number of recognized paths of yoga, of which six have gained
prominence in the Hindu culture of India: bhakti, jnana, karma, raja, mantra, and hatha.Bhakti
yoga is the yoga of devotion. It emphasizes the opening of the heart to divine love, the union of
lover (the yogi) and beloved (the divine). This devotional love is often translated into song or
chanting, with ecstatic repetition of the names of the beloved, in gatherings called kirtans. One
of the most popular kirtan artists in the United States today is Krishna Das, who is a bhakti yoga
practitioner.Jnana yoga is the yoga of wisdom. Jnana means “knowledge.” This is a path of self-
realization through the exercise of discerning the real from the unreal or illusory. It is a practice of
discriminating between the products of nature and the transcendental Self, until the true Self is
realized in the moment of liberation. This is a strictly nondualistic (Advaita Vedanta) path that
requires the seeker to separate the real from the unreal, the Self from the non-Self. Since the
mind is considered part of the unreal, one must use the mind to outwit the mind. The principle
techniques of this path are meditation and contemplation.Karma yoga is the yoga of selfless
action. Karma means “action.” The karma yogi makes all actions an offering to God, with no
thought of personal gain. Through serving others one is selflessly serving God. Mother Theresa
and Mahatma Gandhi are examples of karma yoga practitioners.Raja yoga is the “royal” yoga.



Raj means “king,” and raja yoga seeks to reveal the king within each of us that is normally hidden
by our everyday actions and concealed by the workings of the mind. Raja yoga is a Classical
yoga path most often associated with Ashtanga, the eight-limbed path of Patanjali. For the raja
yogi the Sutras serve as an instruction manual to one’s own experience of reality.Mantra yoga is
the yoga of sound. The word mantra comes from the root man, “to think” and the suffix tra,
“suggesting instrumentality.” So a mantra is a thought or intention expressed as sound. A mantra
is a sacred utterance or sound charged with psychospiritual power. Yogis use mantras to
achieve deep states of meditation and to invoke specific states of consciousness, and they
believe that a mantra expressing a particular aspect of the divine will help to awaken that aspect
of their own consciousness. For instance, a mantra to Ganesha, the remover of obstacles, is
used to help awaken that part of our personalities that can overcome the obstacles in our lives.
The most recognized and important mantra is the sound OM (see page 23).Hatha yoga is called
the forceful yoga and is defined in previous sections. There are many schools of hatha yoga,
each rooted in one of the major philosophical traditions mentioned earlier (Classical, Advaita
Vedanta, or Tantra). Many styles of hatha yoga have become popular in the West ranging from
healing therapy to vigorous athletic flow. Some schools work with detailed physical alignment
while others focus only on the inner experience. You may practice yoga in air-conditioned
comfort or in temperatures of 100-plus degrees Farenheit (38+ ºC). There is no shortage of
variety and you are sure to find a style that agrees with you. Several styles of hatha yoga are
listed in the resources section at the end of the book with contact information including websites
where you can go to learn more about most of these styles.Energetic Anatomy: The ChakrasThe
practices of yoga are designed to deal with our bodies on more than just a physical level. To the
yogi the physical body is a manifestation, a reflection, of the astral or energy body. This body of
energy has its own anatomy, based on seven major energy vortices called chakras. The word
chakra means wheel or disk. The chakras line up along a central energy channel, or nadi, which
runs from the base of the spine through the top of the head. It is called the sushumna. The
sushumna is the energy body’s primary pathway for the life force (kundalini). The chakras are
nodes of connection along this pathway where other energy channels intersect. The goal of
classical yoga is to awaken the kundalini energy that lies dormant at the base of the spine and
make it rise to the highest energy vortex at the crown of the head. The Tantric approach is to stir
one’s awareness of that divine energy which is already awake. The yogi who can achieve and
maintain this state is considered enlightened.There are approximately 72,000 nadis in the
energy body that channel energy. Three are primary, including the central sushumna and two
others on either side. The left-side channel is called the ida. Its qualities are cool, soft, reflective,
and sensitive, like the moon. The right-side channel is called the pingala and is associated with
heat, activity, and strength, like the sun. The balance of energy flow on these two sides affects
the sensations of heat and cold in the physical body. These two channels originate in the
sushumna, near the base of the spine (in an energy vortex, or bulb, called a kanda), and they
correspond to the first chakra, muladhara. They spiral up the sushumna, crisscrossing at each of



the six higher chakras.The chakras can be visualized from the front of the body as lotus flowers
with the roots in the back. As the life force, or prana, moves through the system, it makes the
chakras spin. The health of this system of energy flow depends on the chakras spinning at a
proper speed. If the chakras spin too slowly, too weakly, or too fast, this creates a damming
effect for the energy flow, and the system becomes imbalanced, which can manifest as
emotional and physical illness.Each chakra has a physical location in the body and is associated
with physical, emotional, and energetic characteristics. Additionally, each chakra is associated
with basic human rights and how we feel physically and energetically. For instance, if a child
knows that he is loved, honored, and respected by his parents, he can develop a healthy sense
of security. As a result the functioning of his muladhara chakra, which is associated with security,
is enhanced.The chakras can serve as a type of energetic health monitor for the student of yoga.
As we perform the physical practice of hatha yoga we increase the health, awareness, and
energy flow to each section of our bodies. If a particular section of our body is functioning at
optimal levels energetically, the chakra associated with that section will also function optimally.
Therefore, a hatha yoga practice can be designed to increase a student’s self-esteem by
strengthening the “band of self esteem,” the region of the manipura chakra (the waistline).Energy
Gates: The BandhasBandhas are a series of energy gates in the subtle energy body that
regulate the flow of psychosomatic energy. The word bandha means lock, or constriction. You
can think of the bandhas like the one-way valves in your circulatory system. These valves allow
blood to flow in one direction as the heart pumps but not to reverse its flow on the upstroke,
ensuring proper direction of blood flow. The bandhas direct the life force in a similar way.Yoga
practitioners learn to tone certain sets of muscles in order to provide a lock, or closure, that
holds psychosomatic energy and moves it powerfully through the subtle energy channels. This
generates a psychic heat in the subtle body that helps to stimulate the awakening of the
kundalini energy.There are three primary bandhas in the body:Mulabandha—the root lock—is
located at the base of the spine. It stops the downward flow of life force, apana, so that it can be
equalized with the upward flow, prana. The physical location of mulabandha is the perineum (the
soft tissue between the anus and the genitals). Mulabandha comes as you draw energy through
the muscles of the perineum toward a central point, creating an energetic lift through the core of
the body. It is often difficult for beginners to access these muscles until they have increased their
body awareness in this area. Such awareness can be increased by engaging the pelvic floor
muscles as you would to stop the flow of urination. With heightened awareness mulabandha can
be practiced by drawing energy through the muscles of the perineum toward a central point,
creating an energetic lift through the core of the body.Uddiyana bandha. Uddiyana means “flying
upward.” This “gate” is located in the low abdomen. Uddiyana bandha is performed by exhaling
fully and drawing the lower abdomen in and up while simultaneously lifting the diaphragm. It is
important not to engage this bandha after eating or during deep inhalation, as it puts pressure
on the stomach, lungs, and other internal organs. This bandha is intended to create further lift for
the upward flow of prana in the sushumna.Jalandhara bandha—chin or throat lock—is located at



the top of the throat. This lock stops prana flow from leaking upward out of the torso and
downward from the head into the torso. Jala means “net,” “web,” or “mesh.” This lock is
performed as follows: While lengthening your neck, curl your head back initiating the movement
from the palate as if drinking sweet nectar. Keeping your neck extending upward, release your
head forward like the bow of a swan, taking the top of your throat back and up as if your throat
were smiling from ear to ear. Continue the release of your chin toward your chest while taking the
top of the throat back and up.Performed together, these bandhas create an energy container
between the floor of the pelvis and the throat chakra. The psychic heat generated helps to
mobilize the upward rising of the kundalini energy and clear blockages in the central energy
channel.When you attend a hatha yoga class you may be taught how to use the bandhas by the
specific names referred above. Or you may not hear the word bandha mentioned at all. Some
schools of hatha yoga teach bandhas most of the time, while others teach them sparingly but
some schools use alignment principles to create the same effect.This book follows the latter
approach for teaching asanas. Mulabandha is engaged by the following sequence of
instructions which are common to many asanas in this book—move your thighs back; widen
your pelvic floor; keeping that action, tuck your tailbone down and under; and extend from your
low belly up through the top of your head. Uddiyana bandha is engaged by the following
instructions—draw the flesh below your navel in and up (take the sides of your waistline back)
and extend from your low belly up through the top of your head. Techniques for jalandhara
bandha are not explored in this book.Using DrishtisA drishti is a gaze, or a point of focus.
Drishtis are included for each pose in chapters 2 through 10 of this book as a way to direct your
focus when you practice. Dristhis are actually intended to direct your “inner” focus more than
your physical sight, even though the directions may be to fix your gaze on an external object or a
point on your body, such as the floor, the tip of your nose, or your navel. Dristhis are designed to
help you practice your yoga with awareness and without being distracted by your surroundings.
Use them to practice the postures in this book if you find them helpful.Getting the Most From
Your Yoga PracticeNow that you have been exposed to some of the history and philosophy of
yoga, let’s introduce some of the basic elements to consider in your yoga practice. Simple
choices you make about clothing, time, your place of practice, and the use of props can make all
the difference in your enjoyment and make the time you spend practicing yoga most effective.
Learning how to use your breath during yoga is highly important to enhance your practice and
make your practice the best it can be for you. You will likely find that meditation is a wonderful
complement to your practice of yoga and an equally powerful stand-alone practice that you will
enjoy for years to come. All of these practices will be introduced in the sections that follow so
that your yoga toolbox will be well stocked when you begin your practice of hatha yoga.Yogic
BreathingOur breath is synonymous with our life. Breathing is so natural and automatic that most
people never even notice that they are breathing unless it is excited or restricted in some way.
Life enters us with our first inhalation and leaves with our final exhalation. It is truly one with our
life force. The animating life force of the breath can be thought of as the play of a divine goddess,



called Shakti. Shakti is the creative energy of the divine that animates everything in the universe.
In essence we are always being breathed by this divine energy. When we inhale the Shakti is
exhaling into us, and when we exhale it is her inhale.For the yogi the breath serves as an
extension of the prana, or life force, as it moves in the body. It is the physical manifestation of the
natural flow of this energy. It is the medium through which we express the attitude in our hearts
and translate it into the outer body. By using the breath we increase our sensitivity to the flow of
energy, and with that increased sensitivity we are closer to realization of our own divine nature.
The breath has the capacity to open the body and allow our energy to flow more freely in our
yoga practice. Awareness of breath brings a mindful, sacred quality to an asana practice.One of
the first lessons to learn in the practice of yoga is proper use of the breath. Yoga is a practice of
connecting to the deep spirit within each of us. It is the practice of tuning in to the essence of our
hearts, all of our dreams and desires, and expressing them joyfully through our physical bodies.
The breath is the medium through which we make that connection.The Natural BreathWhen we
are born, our breath is full, flowing, and uninhibited. Our bodies and minds are designed for the
fullest expression of the breath. We don’t have to think in order to breathe in that way. This type
of breath just happens with no conscious effort on our parts. This has been referred to as “the
natural breath” for which there are several key characteristics:1. The pelvic floor expands and
descends on inhalation and contracts and lifts on exhalation.2. The collarbone lifts and rolls
upward on inhalation and descends on exhalation.3. The upper arms externally rotate on
inhalation and internally rotate on exhalation.You can see this process most clearly in the
breathing of a baby, whose belly will rise and fall with each breath. Babies seem to breathe with
their whole bodies, as if every part expands and contracts with the movement of the breath. You
can observe your own diaphragmatic breathing by lying on your back and noticing the natural
rise and fall of your belly with the breath.The natural breath wants to flow in us as the fullest
possible expression of the Shakti energy. However, if mental or emotional traumas are
introduced we may learn different breathing habits that restrict this natural flow. For instance,
when we are threatened or upset our whole body tightens we enter a state commonly referred to
as the fight-or-flight response. In such a state we are reduced to our basic survival instincts—the
abdomen tightens, restricting diaphragmatic breathing, and quick, shallow chest breathing
results. This state might be healthy for a person who has stepped in front of a bus. However,
chronic exposure to circumstances that elicit the fight-or-flight response can cause a person to
form long-term restricted breathing habits. The emotional stresses of a fast-paced lifestyle can
cause a person to lose touch with the fullness of his or her breath. It is not uncommon for
Westerners to use only a small percentage of our breathing capacity. Returning to an awareness
of our natural breath can help us to recover our healthy breathing patterns.Uninhibited breathing
creates the natural rise and fall of the belly because of the movement of the diaphragm, the main
muscle responsible for breathing. The torso of our bodies is divided into two main cavities—the
thoracic, or chest cavity, and the abdominal cavity. At the bottom of our chest cavity we have a
muscular membrane called the diaphragm, which completely separates these two cavities. Like



the head of a drum stretched across the bottom of our rib cage, the outline of the diaphragm is
roughly the outline along the base of the ribs. It attaches to the bottom of the sternum (the center
chest, where the ribs attach) and follows the lowest outline of the ribs all the way back to the
lumbar spine, where it attaches via tendinous tissues called crura. There are three openings in
the “drum head” of the diaphragm to allow descending and ascending blood to flow and food to
pass. The heart rests just above the diaphragm, and the digestive organs are just below it. The
lower surfaces of the lungs are attached to the upper surface of the diaphragm.As the
diaphragm moves through a large range of motion it substantially changes the volume of the
thoracic cavity. The muscles of the rib cage and upper chest also change thoracic volume,
although with much less efficiency than the diaphragm.When we breathe naturally the
diaphragm moves down to create a vacuum in the chest cavity that draws the air into the lungs.
Because the downward movement of the diaphragm displaces the organs of the abdomen, the
belly naturally distends on inhalation and retracts on exhalation as in the natural breath. You can
increase your awareness of your diaphragm by placing a small, soft weight, such as a bag of rice
or beans, on your abdomen between your ribs and your navel. As you inhale, notice the work
that the diaphragm must do to lift the extra weight. As you exhale, let your belly gently fall under
the weight. Simply increasing your awareness of your natural breath, without trying to manipulate
or control your breathing, can bring you to a state of peace and relaxation.
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P G, “user-friendly. This book is great. Totally user-friendly. Poses are clear. The book will stay
open pretty easily if you need to look at it while you're trying a pose. The font in the book is a
great size, especially the instructions, which are larger and kind of bold (can read pretty easily
without my reading glasses). I've resisted the idea of doing yoga partly because it seems kind of
trendy, and partly because I have never been very limber, but it's to the point of "have to," I think,
for physical health and comfort. Even though I know there will be plenty I won't be able to do
easily, and things I probably shouldn't try, there is a lot in this book that is very helpful, and the
format and layout are fantastic.”

Vlad, “Really pretty good. Good price and the illustrations are clear .... Really pretty good. Good
price and the illustrations are clear and fairly numerous. They show intermediate steps, going
from the rest position into the full poses. And they show "gentle variations" of poses for those for
whom the full pose is not achievable.Of course, there are the obligatory shots of poses that very
human beings who are not already experts in Yoga could possibly assume, and my guess is that
the experts are not buying this book. I guess that sort of thing is meant to be inspirational and in
some ways it is, despite my certain conviction that some of that stuff will remain forever beyond
reach.I would have liked a bit more information on how to put together a full integrated session -
i.e., a series of poses and transitions for different work outs. Also maybe a bit more detail on
how long to hold each position and how many repetitions of the position to do in a session would
have been nice. Finally, at the end, where they do make some suggestions along these lines,
they note that some of the positions suggested for the integrated work out are NOT illustrated in
the main text. Very curious omission - why not?In any case, I'm glad I got it and find it generally
quite helpful; the minor deficiencies kept it from a 5 however.”

Nicole, “Worth the money....go get the book spiral bound!. I use this book everyday. I also love
that they put the contradictions and what they helped with health wise. I went and got the book
spiral bound because it helps when I’m trying to do a pose and the book doesnt close.”

Fitzgerald Fan, “Invaluable. I am not much for classes and the like. Last year when I decided to
join Weight Watchers and amp up my work out schedule I decided to try Pilates, so I bought a
fantastic book called The Pilates Body by Brooke Siler. I found that it was amazing for building
my core, but I wanted to add a yoga dynamic to get me focused and balanced (literally and
figuratively). I bought this book, and six months later, I have learned to incorporate nearly all of
the moves into a Pilates/Yoga fusion that has greatly improved my muscle tone, breathing, focus
and balance.Not only does Hatha Yoga Illustrated offer photographs of various poses (and the
succession in which you need to achieve them) but also offers in-depth descriptions about
gentle variations (for beginners or people with injuries etc. that may not be able to achieve a
pose as is), breathing, and the ailments that each pose has the potential to relieve. The book



also offers a bit about the philosophies of yoga. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the book
offers, at the back, a number of yoga sequences/routines you can put into practice once you are
familiar and comfortable with the individual poses.At the age of 38, I am literally in the best
shape of my life. Through Pilates and Yoga I have been able to achieve a toned and slender
body without the use (and potential injury factor) of weight training. This book has proven
invaluable to me and I recommend it to anyone who is looking for an introduction to Yoga. I've
never been more limber, flexible and focused. And all this from two books (The Pilates Body and
Hatha Yoga Illustrated). If you work well on your own and are motivated to change for the better,
you need look no further than this book for a terrific start.I would suggest buying a yoga mat if
you don't have one already...”

StillWaters, “My favorite yoga book. This book is great because it explains basic asanas and
information about yoga, without adhering to any specific type of yoga. I've read endless books
on yoga, and most of them are either about specific type of yoga such as power yoga, or they
are taught by a specific yogi that tries to teach you their method. Over time I realized the best
way to practice is based on my own intuition rather than a specific method. This book helps me
understand each asana in an encyclopedia type format. The full color photos make it easy and
pleasant to read.”

Jody, “Nice illustrations and descriptions. I was looking for a book which had easy to see and
read descriptions of different postures as well as ideas for sequencing for classes. I do like the
illustrations as well as the descriptions/instructions given on how to get into the postures. If you
are a new-er teacher, you could use some of the descriptions on how to get into certain postures
in your class. The pages look clean and neat and not overcrowded (like some instructional
books with illustrations). I also like that the page materials are sturdier than others (not paper thin
and easily torn). I was a bit disappointed in the part on sequencing though. I was hoping the
book would give a bit more variety or originality as well as a longer sequence (toward the end
when they offer class descriptions and sequences). I like Mark Stephen's book better for that. All-
in-all though this was worth getting and I would recommend purchasing it.”

Helen, “Really useful when you can't go to a class.. I bought this book for reference when yoga
classes stopped during the Covid 19 pandemic. I'd been doing yoga for years, but sometimes
needed a reference book, and a few ideas for poses. This book was perfect for that. Clear
illustrations, and a good index with English names for asanas. Perhaps best of all, it was written
for people who can't necessarily tie themselves in knots, and might want easier versions of
some poses. My partner and I have had it close by during the weeks we've been doing our own
yoga practice, and found it to be just what we need - if we forget how to do anything, we just look
it up.”



Mama Chill, “An absolutely brilliant book, i've only just started reading it but .... An absolutely
brilliant book, i've only just started reading it but it's packed with info in easy to read
understandable text. It's also packed with photos and sequences, worth every penny and I would
highly recommend. I purchased it from reading Amazon reviews and it hasn't disappointed”

demimeli, “Great first book!. Brilliant resource”

Skylanderlover, “Very good guide. Excellent book for people like me who do yoga classes in the
gym and want to do more at home. Really well explained and lots of photos , very clear and
informative.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great little book. Great little book and very useful for me. Clear pictures
and descriptions . Unfortunately arrived damaged but chose not to fuss about returning.”

The book by Martin Kirk has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 898 people have provided feedback.
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